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Introduction
This project was carried out in 2015
and consisted of interviews with a
small sample of the community living
in and around Girley Bog, a raised bog
Natural Heritage Area near Kells, Co.
Meath. These oral history interviews
elicited valuable information on the
cultural heritage and social history of
Girley Bog. If you would like to
contribute photos, memories, or
stories of Girley Bog, please contact
0879712072/kateflood@yahoo.com.

Girley Bog during World War 2 / The War of Independence
“In World War 2, turf was brought to Dublin, to the Phoenix Park and used for the hospitals. There
was a lot of turf taken out of Girley Bog then, and that road up from Girley was added back then”
“The other thing is there was a safe house for the IRA on the bog, in the War of Independence
and the house stood up until not that long ago and you can still find tracks of it in the forest”

“I remember hearing … a strong republican, talking about the little bridges over the keshes, you
know, keshes over the drains, and they’d have a bell on them and if someone stood on them a bell
would go in the house”

“It’s a place of great solitude, like the early
Christians, you find a solitude in it. You can go
walking and observe all the changes that take place
during the year, from the gorse and willow catkins in
spring, which provide early pollen for the bees, to
the wild orchids, and the raspberries and
blackberries and all the bog plants in summer ”

Turf cutting at Girley Bog
“My father cut turf on his banks,
they used to say they were catching
turf, that’s cutting it with a breast
slane, which was much like a spade”
“The turf on Girley wouldn’t be the
best quality … the brown and black
turf was down at the very bottom”
“We always had fantastic appetites
down there, whatever is in it, you’d
be starving. The bog air is so pure,
it’s very healthy. It’s quiet and
calming”
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“There needs to be something there so
there’s a sense of stewardship, a sense
that this is ours to look after in some
way. It won’t work if you tell people, you
can’t do this or that”

Social history at Girley Bog
“I remember there was a well, to get the water for
the midday meal, they'd bring bread, butter, milk,
and make the tea there. You’d light a fire, sure you’d
plenty of turf, and to keep the smoke out of the
water, you would float a bit of a stick in it, I don't
know whether it worked, but that’s what you had to
do. It was a very social type of a thing, at lunchtime
they’d all have a game of cards, there’d be people
next door to you cutting turf and they'd all come
together at lunchtime and have a big chat”
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